+ + + + + Los Tuxtlas – Veracruz , Mexico + + +

+ + + Ruta del Café 2017 + + +
¡Welcome to the green heart of Mexico!

“Los Tuxtlas” is the region of water and rocks,
of mountains and volcanoes with
its magic places.
¡Fresco! ¡Rico! ¡Quiero!

We invite you to explore
“Los Tuxtlas”

+++
The natural green is like medicine for the soul.
Find out where the rainforest coffee comes from,
how Word-class cigars are fabricated or just enjoy a
boat tour in the Lake of Catemaco.

+++
The northernmost
tropical rainforest of
America.

+ + + a partir del 30 de junio 2017 + + +

We promise you
fundamental experiences.
starting 1st of july 2017
reservations:
Esmeralda (Spanish) 0 44 294 151 43 75
Victoria (English) 01 294 94 303 86
Katharina (German) 01 294 94 303 86
www.orodelostuxtlas.com
www.casarosacatemaco.com

www.rutadelcafe.com.mx
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¡Fresco! ¡Rico! ¡Quiero!

Boat tour on the lake – unique
experiencies
I will show you around the lake of
Catemaco with its islands, rainforest,
waterfalls and rivers.
I have my own boat and I am captain
with a great passion for my region and
my lake, it inspires me every day, it
gives me energy and good vibes.

In safe hands to experience the best
the region can offer.
Juan Luis, boatman.

“Los Tuxtlas” – space with future
I work in environmental protection, with a lot of
enthusiasm and I will inform you about my projects.
We will meet on the first day of the “Ruta del Café”
to have dinner in the “Casa de los Tesoros”.
I offer you a surprise menu and a picturesque view on
the main square of Catemaco with typical tropical
Mexican life.
“Together we can achieve a lot ……..”
Jessica Swanson, “Casa de los Tesoros”

www.rutadelcafe.com.mx

